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successfully. Please see page 15 of
this issue and the chapter website.
Also in September, we will have
a tech event that will be new and
different. Ken Carson has lined up a
great day tailored to the DIY crowd.
See page 5 and the website for details.
In October, it will be time again
for our annual Utopia Weekend event.
This is an event that many of our
members put on the calendar every
year. We will be doing it from Boerne
again this year and it promises to be
another great weekend. Alan and Jan
Greene have worked hard to make this
another event to remember.
Also in the last issue, I talked
about the Texas Trifecta and what a
great event it was. Well, the final
numbers are in and the Tejas Chapter
was fortunate enough to make $15,000
on the event which should go along
way to doing it again. People are
a l r e a d y h a r d a t w o r k o n Te x a s
Trifecta 2014. As soon as we have
any details, we will let you know,
because you will not want to miss it!

From
The
President
Pressing into the Fall ........
In the last issue, I wrote about the
coming summer and doing events in
the hot Texas weather. Since that time,
we successfully completed two terrific
events, with excellent attendance.
Since both of these events are
reviewed elsewhere in this issue, I
won’t go into any detail, but they were
great!
As we move into the fall and
cooler (is it cooler in September and
October?) weather, we have some
more events that should be
worthwhile.
In September, we will have two
events. The first will be the ALMS
race at Circuit of the Americas in
Austin. Okay, that is NOT a Tejas
Chapter event, but we will be hosting
a BMW Corral for the race weekend,
with sponsorship from BMW NA.
Alan Greene is heading this up and
needs some serious help to pull it off

Until next time ....
Glenn McConnell

Welcome New Members
Austin
Brent Ammons
Celia Manlove
Richard Bagdonas
Leena Reyes
Isaac Bondoc
William Smith
Sally Cohen
Santhosh Srinath
Richard Crowley
Scott Steves
Scott Gibson
John Taylor
David Jackson
Sean Teefey
Brian Johnson
Julio Valle
Khib Kugler
Juha Vehnia
Sheri Loven
Mike Wyatt
William Loven
Alex Yeager
Harlingen
Gabriel Couriel

Helotes
Derrick Garcia
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San Antonio
Adam Biechlin
Nick Daines
Cy Jary
Susan Jary
Michael Ruiz
Del Rio
Arthur Alcantara
Georgetown
Larry Tippens
Palmhearst
Mark Richards
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Portland
Augusto Aguirre
Corpus Christi
Jerremi Shoemaker
Cedar Park
Joshua Boehm
George Hill
David Houston
Pflugerville
Jason Echols
Paul Pina
Kash Shaikh

Round Rock
Kevin Muniz

Boerne
Thomas King
Midland
Randy McDoniel
Lakeway
James Levine
Killeen
Lance McEwan

Tejas Trax

"Experience Our Passion"
7011 McNeil Dr

343 - 3500
5-time recipient of BMW North America’s
“Center of Excellence” award
THE ULTIMATE
DRIVING MACHINE

20% Discount on
Parts & Service
for BMW CCA members

Call or email our friendly staff or visit us on the internet
(http://www.bmwofaustin.com/) today to learn about the latest BMW of
Austin special offers, schedule test-drive appointments, discuss details on any
vehicle/trade-in or to research the finance/lease options on your next BMW.
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Shake, Rattle and DIY
Saturday,
September 28, 2013
planned by Ken Carson & Connie Stried

Are you hearing a rattle in your BMW engine that used to purr smoothly
along? Have you ever wished that you could use a lift to work on your car?
September’s event will deal with both of these questions and toss in a great
brunch, too.
We will begin the day by gathering at Dr. Vanos in Round Rock, Texas. Our
tour begins at 9:30. Come earlier for Round Rock donuts and a chance to visit
with everyone. Check tejaschapter.org for detailed directions. Dr. Vanos’ primary
business is devoted solely to quieting the rattling of
BMW’s variable valve timing system, or VANOS, found
on BMW motors through 2006 models. Over time, the
seals break down and leak, causing the rattling sound,
which makes the once-refined BMW motor, well, not
so refined, anymore. But Dr. Vanos rebuilds the
VANOS using new and upgraded parts, shipping daily
to happy customers all over the globe. And Dr. Vanos is in our own Central
Texas backyard. Attend the VANOS 101 class that will explain all.
Our second stop will take us to DIY Texas at 11:00. Josh and David rent out
work space for those who like to work
on their own vehicles. They have
multiple lifts for rent, along with tools,
jacks, air for pneumatic tools, etc. This
will make it easy to change those
suspension parts or pull your engine!
You can even mount and balance your
own tires. Their shop may be a possible
site for future tech days, too.
We will then enjoy brunch at PBK
Stem ‘n Stein in Pflugerville, Texas.
Two pricing choices will be offered.
One will include food, beverage, tax,
and gratuity. The second will also
include an alcohol drinks package.
Check out their website and look for more details on the
Tejas Chapter website.
RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org/tejas.html
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Member’s Voice

not checking his/her email (even by
voice command) or “tweeting”, which I
find to be an abhorrently annoying
concept. Current BMW technology
already permits updating of in-car
control systems via [cellular data] or a
simple download to a USB key and then
uploading into the iDrive system. One
also has to consider what happens when
the smartphone malfunctions. We are
already inundated with distracted
drivers, easily as dangerous as drunk
drivers, who are causing a lot of
property damage, injury, and deaths, so
the idea of making one of these devices
that so many people have become codependent on a part of any vehicle
system is just NOT a good idea. While
standardizing on a device like this might
make the bean counters happy, it also
opens up far too many negatives, not the
least of which would be an opportunity
for the “Dark Side” to infiltrate our
vehicles and perpetrate the already
dwindling ability of most drivers to
operate their vehicles safely and
responsibly. And don’t forget the
growing threat of monitoring our
driving habits and whereabouts, which
some insurance companies have already
begun doing on a voluntary basis. I’ll
be taking a step backward on that one!
—Alan Greene

by John Hughan
Last month’s topic focused on
Apple’s recently unveiled iOS in the Car,
a means by which your smartphone
would provide your car’s infotainment
interface, including navigation, local and
streaming media, and hands-free calling
and bidirectional texting. Here’s what
members had to say when asked whether
they looked forward to a future of
frequently updated functionality or were
wary of some of their car ’s core
functionality being dependent on having
a working smartphone:
The concept of the smartphone may
make sense for a lot of people, but is
sheer nonsense to me; ergo, I certainly
would not want any part of my car to be
dependent on such a device. In my day
job I deal with information security, and
one of the biggest challenges today is
the “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD)
concept wherein we have to deal with a
variety of devices and their operating
systems, all of which have numerous
vulnerabilities which in turn pose
serious [“exploitation vector” threats to
our internal systems]. To even suggest
using a smartphone to provide any sort
of online vehicle interface is, in my
opinion, flirting with disaster. The other
factor is that gadgetry seems to be
trumping everything else in the mind of
today’s automotive marketing world. In
fact, Ford has started to receive
numerous complaints about its alltouch-screen infotainment system
[SYNC] as being both unreliable and
extremely distracting. Indeed, the
concept of infotainment in an
automobile that is not self-driven makes
no sense — a driver needs to be
concentrating on operating the vehicle,
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My take on this is that it has been a
long time coming, and it is the wave of
the future. People will want to customize
the “theme” of their nav screen the way
that they do their phones, and it is true
that they will get phone updates more
often that their car will be in a WiFi
region with them in it. The only negative
I can see is that if you brick your phone
by doing something bad to it, you lose
continued on page 9
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Member’s Voice

ditional offering to the point that R&D
on the latter would be reduced and
thus its quality would slip, creating a
self-reinforcing downward spiral that
would make offering both options impractical. Of course, not everyone has
or wants an iPhone, or indeed any
smartphone. Those people would I
suppose be forced to choose between
acquiring a smartphone and purchasing a Garmin or TomTom, but I feel
the size of the market that wants navigation but doesn’t own a smartphone
is sufficiently small (and shrinking
sufficiently rapidly) that this is a reasonable proposition for such cases. I
also don’t see the “smartphone dependency” of this model as a major problem. Misbehaving electronics creating
inconvenience is a fact of life today,
and infotainment is a less essential
function than other services afforded
by a smartphone that would be lost
when the phone is incapacitated. Most
people don’t carry backup phones to
cover loss of those services, so why
should this be viewed differently? The
security concern can (and absolutely
should) be managed by designing this
solution such that the smartphone
only has access to the car’s display
as a special auxiliary output, with no
ability to interface with the car’s actual systems. All in all I think this
could result in much improved and
much
m o re
f u t u re - p ro o f e d
infotainment, so long as it’s built
around open rather than proprietary
standards. —John Hughan

continued from page 7
nav capability. BMW could probably
avoid this by including some basic nav
information in the car so you can drive
e.g. from here to Lubbock or Little Rock.
But overall I believe this is a positive
change and I have no doubts that
Android will be accommodated soon
after iOS. —Jerome Helffrich
I was ambivalent about this for
quite some time, but I finally decided
that I like the idea of smartphonehosted infotainment — as long as the
delivery mechanism is standardized so
that platforms other than Apple’s can
host it and communication with the
car’s own onboard electronics is prohibited. Automakers today by and
large do a terrible job keeping their
infotainment interfaces current. Annual navigation map updates cost
hundreds of dollars (!!), and upgrades
to the interface itself are often not
available, or if they are they take several hours at the dealer to install —
plus labor charges, of course. The result is that infotainment interfaces on
cars even only 5 years old can look
and feel almost comically outdated. A
smartphone-hosted model could
change all of that and enable a much
more seamless experience when moving between cars. The main issue in
my mind is that I don’t see a way for
“traditional” infotainment and the
smartphone-hosted variety to coexist,
certainly not in the same car model
and perhaps not even in the same
a u t o m a k e r. T h e a v a i l a b i l i t y o f
smartphone-hosted interfaces and the
ubiquity of smartphones would combine to reduce the take rate of the tra-
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For next time: BMW has ruffled the
feathers of some early adopters of the
latest M5 and M6 a few times already
due to its revisions rollout strategy. Just
continued on page 10
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Member’s Voice
continued from page 9

of a “model year”; cars are simply identified by their production month.

a few months after the M5 launched outside the US for a very brief 2012 model
year, it received significant upgrades to
its navigation system for model year
2013. Then, starting March 2013 production, less than a year after the US
launch and still inside the 2013 model
year, BMW made suspension and steering revisions to both cars as standard.
And now just a few months later, for
model year 2014, both cars are receiving further changes for their “LCI” midcycle refresh (mid-cycle timing determined by when the non-M series cars
launched), which include cosmetic enhancements, a new iDrive Touch control
knob, optional LED headlights on the
M5, and a new and rather substantial
Competition Package. It’s worth noting
that in other markets, including many
European countries, there is no concept

Questions: Is BMW right to roll out
production changes and new options
so quickly and frequently after a
model’s launch in order to respond
swiftly to customer and media complaints and stay competitive in the
market, or should these changes be
grouped into fewer, larger, and more
widely spread batches to keep buyers
from feeling immediately obsoleted?
Should these changes at least be made
along model year boundaries in countries where that concept exists so they
are more expected and predictable,
and also to make it easier to identify
what changed when, for those shopping for a used car later?
Send your short responses to
TraxEditorials@gmail.com for 15 Incentive Points and publication in the
next issue of Trax!

September/October 2013
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Road Trip!
by Ken Carson

was scrubbed from grill to tail pipe,
ready for the trip.
A week of planning took care of
securing all accommodations for the trip
to Tacoma. We decided to play it by ear
on the way back. The route would
consist of mostly two lane roads, and we
hoped to touch the nation’s Interstate
highwaysystem only when absolutely
necessary (like in Utah) to get from one
scenic route to another. We had never
traveled like this before. All previous
vacation trips used the shortest and
fastest possible route method. Our
journey to Tacoma would take six days

Why would anyone drive over 2900
miles to a picnic? One way! Not to
mention that the vehicle of choice is a
20-plus-year-old convertible? The
answer, of course, is over 200 other E30s
and their owners gathered together in
one place. Ever since the annual E30
Picnic got print coverage in Roundel
magazine, my wife and I have wanted to
drive our 1993 325iC from our home in
Round Rock, Texas, to the picnic.
Planning began with prepping the
car for the trip. Timing belt and all the
cooling system bits were already done.
But there were several jobs that needed
to be done: front control arms and
bushings in the front were installed over
Spring break (I teach). Once summer
began, AKG polyurethane bushings in
the rear trailing arms, subframe, and
differential, engine oil and filter, fuel
filter and hoses, valve adjustment, tranny
and diff fluids, new tires, and new
muffler hangers were also dispatched.
As the trip neared, a host of gremlin
items arose. A SRS light, floppy tweeter
triangles, a faulty turn signal switch, and
a broken power top lever were either
fixed or replaced. And finally, the car
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and six states, five of which offered up
wonderfully twisty mountain roads.
West Texas and eastern New Mexico
continued on page 12
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Road Trip!

itself into each curve with tenacious grip.
A real benefit to driving the secondary
roads is they aren’t straightened out, so
many travelers avoid them. These scenic

continued from page 11
gave us long, straight, and flat stretches
of road perfect for winding the motor
out, as we were frequently the only car
in sight. Our first night’s lodging really
set the tone for the trip; each of the
twelve units at the Blue Swallow Motel
on historic Route 66 in Tucumcari, NM,
had their own garage. The owner parked

byways are highly recommended to get
to your next destination.
Weeknights found us in unique
lodging: friends in Colorado, a VRBO
rental in Moab, Utah, and a theme suite
at the wonderful Black Swan Inn in
Pocatello, ID (all I’m saying is Romeo
and Juliet). Friday evening brought us
to our B&B in Tacoma near 27 th and
Union, minutes from the waterfront,
where we dined. It seems that old houses
in Tacoma don’t typically have air
conditioning. Who knew it would be
“Texas” hot during our visit?
We attended the tech sessions at
Griot’s Garage on Saturday. I’ve
ordered many products from them over
the years (many of them were used on
this trip, in fact) and I couldn’t leave
without getting a couple of more items.
I learned quite a bit from the tech
sessions, and the BBQ was excellent. Of
course it was prepared by a guy who
moved to Tacoma from our home town
of Round Rock…a small world, indeed!
Saturday ended with a party at
James Crivellone’s home (E30 racer and
an owner of r3vlimited.com) with a
gorgeous view of Puget Sound and a
street closed off by at least a hundred
E30s! We met so many people who were
happy to share what they had done with

his 1951 Pontiac and his Hudson Hornet
in front, while his Model A was in one
of the garages. It really harkened back
to a different way of motoring around
the country.
We embraced the back roads for the
rest of the week, challenging the
suggested speeds for the curves through

the mountains in New Mexico,
Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Washington.
Most states underestimate the curve
speeds by at least 25 or 30 mph. And
the car responded to every contortion in
the terrain with enthusiasm, throwing
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their cars.
But there was so much more to come
on Sunday. We arrived in the middle of
the throng of cars streaming in to the E30
Picnic. Our license plates were
immediately recognized and we were

hundreds. And then there were things
like a speedboat and armored truck
that were made on Jessie James’
M o n s t e r G a r a g e T V s h o w. A n d
collectibles from oil cans to signage
to parts for many of the vehicles and
parts that didn’t fit any of the vehicles.
The white warehouse that had cars on
racks three high was unbelievable.
The collection has even hired someone
to catalogue everything digitally. He’s
been working for more than a year and
still isn’t half way through!
After the tour, it was time to take
in the E30’s parked in neat rows over
the Marymount Event Center’s lawns.
Connie and I walked the entire
paddock, talking to owners as we
examined their cars. Every form of
engine could be found stuffed under
the hoods: stock motors, big sixes,
modern sixes, M motors of all
variants, BMW V8’s and a Corvette
LS2 V8, even a BMW diesel! Race
cars, suspension mods, extravagant
paint schemes, audio mods, radical
wheels and tires…one guy even had
his hood and trunk lid wrapped to look
like brushed stainless steel! My wife’s

escorted to our own reserved spot up
front by the tents and the special cars to
be recognized later. We got our welcome
packet, stuffed our raffle tickets in some
jars, and bought tickets for the earliest
Lemay Family Collection tour.
After meeting people and looking
at the some of the cars still streaming
in, it was time for our tour. We ended
up having our own private tour; no one
else was signed up for the time slot.
Harold Lemay certainly had a
penchant for collecting the most
diverse group of vehicles we’ve ever
seen. Antiques, classics, muscle, work

favorite was a white on white MTech2
cabrio with a 3.5 under the hood.
We were expecting cooler temps
than in Texas, but the 90+ heat chased
us under the shade trees for more BBQ
from our favorite Texas transplant.
After cooling down, we heard from the

trucks, fire engines, buses, campers,
the Airstream used by John Wayne on
movie sets, and farm machinery. It
seemed like thousands of vehicles, not

September/October 2013
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Rushmore, and we had some great
driving through the Cascades,
Rockies, Bighorns, and Black Hills,
the trip back home to Texas was
almost anticlimactic. After years of
anticipating the E30 Picnic and the
2,975 with-the-top-down miles to get
there, the 2,701 miles back home were
enjoyable, but just not as exciting.
A road trip like this really makes
us appreciate what driving a BMW is

continued from page 13
owners of the special cars up
front…how they took their 318i back
to a clean stock example or chased a
nice 3 series touring down in Europe
and drove it around there before
shipping it back or came up with the
idea for a diesel E30 pickup truck.

Then it was time for the 30-item raffle.
Drawings were held for everything
from caps, shirts, jackets, custom shift
and e-brake boots, maintenance and
service items, even a complete paint
job for one lucky E30.
And just like that it was over.
200+ cars departed in just minutes.
We went back for one last night at the
B&B, leaving the next morning. Even
though we saw Boeing’s Museum of
Flight, Yellowstone Park, and Mount

September/October 2013

all about. The car responds so eagerly
to every input from the driver and the
occupants have a feeling of being
connected to the road at all times.
That is really what brings everyone to
the E30 Picnic, as well; sheer
enjoyment of driving their cars. We
just got to drive a little further. And
all I had to do was add some oil on
the trip.
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ALMS
Circuit of the Americas
BMW Corral
September 20 - 22, 2013
During the ALMS event at Circuit of the Americas on September 20-22, Tejas
Chapter will be hosting an official BMW Car Corral on behalf of BMW CCA,
sponsored by BMW NA. We will have a 30' x 30' white tent, approximately
20 chairs and 4 tables, and a video setup that will display the same programming
as the Jumbo-Tron near the main entrance.
COTA is also offering a reduced-price ticket and parking package for those 3
days for $139 per person that will include: a ticket holder & lanyard, close-in
parking, reserved grandstand seats, a group photographer, pit walk, a select
number of "hot laps" on the circuit itself for purchasers of the package. We
will have club information on hand, including flyers on the club itself and
membership benefits, the BMW CCA Foundation, and their Street Survival
Course.
Volunteers are needed to staff the tent and greet visitors, which will include
representatives from both BMW CCA National and BMW of North America,
along with numerous club members from across the country. This is our chapter's
opportunity to put a face on the BMW CCA and Tejas Chapter for this event,
and everyone's help will be most appreciated. We anticipate that with enough
volunteers across the 3 days, it won't involve more than a few hours' time
working in the tent. Normally, all tent-duty volunteers would be required to
purchase the Corral tickets (or regular event tickets), but we have been granted
two Exhibitor passes (covering parking and admission to the tent area only)
for non-ticketholders who do not wish to attend the full event activities. These
can be passed on to other non-ticketholders to facilitate tent coverage across
the entire 3 days. To volunteer to help during the weekend, contact Alan
Greene at a_greene@satx.rr.com To purchase tickets, see the Tejas
Chapter website.

September/October 2013
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Cool Summer Afternoons

gathered at the Chevron on Wonder
World Drive in San Marcos. Despite
the brand new station looking ready

by Jonna Clark
Ever since Brad & I first visited
Boerne’s “Cave Without a Name”, I’ve
wanted to share the beauty of the little
cave with anyone I could. Despite
trying to work it into the 2 Utopia
drives that we’ve hosted, it never
worked out. So when the opportunity
arose to organize the August event, I
had finally found my chance! The
Cool Summer Afternoons event was
born!
The joy of the club events are the
drives, so I definitely wanted to work
in a nice drive, mixing some leisurely

to open over 2 months prior, it was
still not open. As it turns out, it was
probably better that it was closed
because of all of our cars scattered all
around the lot! After the requisite
meet, greet, sign the waiver & get a
nametag routine, off went 59 people
and 30-something cars for Blanco.
The plan was to stretch a 35 mile drive
into nearly 2 hours so we could enjoy
driving our cars, and the scenery along
the way. We love driving our cars, so
what’s the point of following a straight
line to the destination.
We headed west via Ranch Road
12 and veered off the main road,

cruising with some spirited portions as
well. Brad told me about a route Paul
Goldfine had designed for a drive out
of San Marcos back in 2010, we drove
it, and I decided I loved the start of it
so much that I was going to take that
part & run with it. Thanks Paul! And
because I knew many would be coming
from Austin, San Marcos was a good
place to start. As the date drew near,
more & more & more people RSVP’d.
I’d been told that the average
attendance for an August event was
48. Well, I finally realized the key
word was “average” when, by 8 pm
Friday night, 67 people had signed up
to attend!
Saturday morning everyone
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meandering our way across the
backroads before stopping for a break
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i n Wi m b e r l e y.
Upon leaving
Wimberley, we turned down River Rd.
and continued to make our way along
the Blanco River and further west.
After a slow cruise, then a spirited
jaunt, we pulled into Blanco and

After lunch I’d mapped out
another nice backroad stretch with
some nice views to the Cave Without
a Name. Just under 50 people went
on to the cave. And the folks at the

arrived at the Uptown Blanco
Restaurant a little ahead of schedule.
But they were ready for us. And boy
were they! One of the biggest
stressors in organizing an event that
includes a meal is the restaurant, and
how they will handle the crowd. But
Uptown Blanco handled our group like

cave were ready for us too! They
quickly got the first 25 checked in, and
off the first group went down into the
cave. After about 45 minutes, the
second group got started, which I
joined. It was so nice & cool down in
the cave. 66° was a very nice respite
from the nearly 100° heat of the
topside. It had been some time since
I’d visited the cave, and I was once

serving 60 people was all they ever
did. All comments I received were
how impressed everyone was with the
quickness of the service, and the
quality of the food when it arrived, hot
if appropriate & delish!

again awed by its beauty. I heard more
than one person say it was the prettiest
cave they’d ever seen. The cave
entrance is on private land. We were
told the story that it was discovered
in the 1920’s, that it was used by
Moonshiners during Prohibition, and
it opened to the public in 1939. A
contest was held to name the cave and
continued on page 20
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Cooler Summ

Centerfold

August 2

Many thanks t

Many more great photos are av
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er Afternoons

24, 2013

Centerfold

o Jonna Clark

vailable on the chapter website
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Cool Summer Afternoons

last saw them. We also learned that
when it rains about 3 or more inches
that the water pours down one part of
the area like a waterfall. I committed
to come back after the next big rain
for that treat. Formations in the cave
include a room of thrones, a Christmas
tree, soda straws, cave bacon, fried
eggs, white grapes, a nativity scene,

continued from page 17
a boy submitted that the cave was too
pretty to have a name; hence it was
named “The Cave Without a Name”.

Although it has been mapped out
to nearly 4 miles, the public portion
is only about ¼ of a mile long. And
there is much more of the cave that has
not yet been explored and mapped.
We saw a couple of bats during the
tour. The bats that live there are
solitary-natured Tri-color bats, not the
Mexican Freetail bats we most often
see in central Texas. We were also
told that the cave is home to the rare
blind Kendall County Salamander.
Though we saw lots of water, we did
not see a salamander. Back in the old
days, the cave was not cared for like
we know how we should care for them
today, so the water pools are being

drapes, and many, many more.
As the last people left the cave, I
reflected on what I felt was a pretty
good event. People seemed to have a
nice time, enjoyed lunch and really
enjoyed the drive. I also enjoyed the
gathering of my BMW enthusiast
comrades, many of whom I’d not seen
in a while, and getting to meet some
new folks as well. THANKS! to
everyone who attended, and I look
forward to the next time! Freude am
fahren!

Editor’s Note: Jonna did a fantastic
job on this event. Her efforts were
g re a t l y a p p re c i a t e d b y a l l w h o
attended.

restored. They were much more
extensive and beautiful than when I
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Drive 4 Corners
BMW Meet

arrived in Durango too early to check
in to our B&B, so we checked out the
local historic district that was home
to the Durango and Silverton narrow
gauge railway depot, as well as dozens
of shops and restaurants. It was a
wonderful tourist town except for the
fact that there was only limited street
parking (metered) and absolutely no
public parking lots. So, we got our
exercise by parking many blocks from
the downtown area and hiking back
and forth. Just before the trip, I had
both front and back bumpers on the
car repainted, so I was extra paranoid
about parking anywhere someone
might threaten the pristine condition
of the 1M!
Our B&B was about 12 miles
north of Durango and was nestled
along the side of the San Juan
Mountains and near a smaller stop
(Rockwood Station) of the train. That
meant free parking and plenty of
space—in sharp contrast to downtown
Durango. So on Thursday, we boarded
the train in Rockwood and enjoyed a
scenic and very slow (12 mph) climb

by Scott Bowman
A few months ago, I was looking
at the regional Southwest section of
the Bimmerfest forums and ran across
a thread that was promoting the third
annual “Drive 4 Corners BMW Meet”
in Pagosa Springs, Colorado. The four
corners refers to the area where the
states of Colorado, New Mexico,
Utah, and Arizona come together.
The event, scheduled for the weekend
of August 10, sounded like a good
excuse to escape the Texas heat and
take a road trip in the BMW. So Helen
and I packed the 1M with plenty of
long sleeved shirts, hiking shoes, and
camera gear and headed west. We left
a few days early because we saw an
opportunity to check out the Durango
area that is about an hour west of
Pagosa Springs. So we made it as far
as Bernalillo, New Mexico (just north
o f A l b u q u e r q u e ) o n Tu e s d a y a n d
decided to find dinner and a hotel.
The hotel recommended a local eatery,
The Range Café, which was quite
popular and turned out to be an
excellent choice.
The next morning, we repacked
the BMW and headed north along
Highway 550 for an easy half-day trip
up to Durango. While the New
Mexico scenery is always colorful and
has lots of interesting terrain, the
moment we crossed the border into
Colorado, the greenery, trees and
mountains seemed to take on another
level of beauty. Plus everyone in that
part of Colorado seems to live in a
picturesque log cabin and many had
AT V s f o r l o c a l c o m m u t i n g . We
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up to Silverton. The scenery along the
tracks was absolutely breathtaking and
i n c l u d e d a r i v e r v a l l e y, s o m e
waterfalls, and plenty of steep
mountainsides. The path for the
narrow gauge tracks seemed so
continued on page 22
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BMWs arrived early evening from the
Denver (and Colorado Springs) area,
so the parking lot quickly was filling
up. We ended up seeing only one other
1 Series car (135i) and not that many
current generation BMWs. Many who
live in that area have all wheel drive
vehicles like the X3 or X5. The most

Drive 4 Corners
continued from page 21
precarious at points that I wondered
if there was any footing for the tracks,
but we managed to not tip over. The
ride was about 2-1/2 hours each way
for the trip from Rockwood, so those
boarding in Durango enjoyed over 31/2 hours each way; plan on a full day
for this ride, but it is worth it.
On Friday morning, we enjoyed
another gourmet breakfast at the
Country Sunshine B&B and then
headed east on Highway 160 to Pagosa
Springs. We passed by the host hotel
for the BMW meet and only saw one
or two BMWs in the parking lot, so
we drove into town (found the new
R i ff R a ff B r e w i n g C o m p a n y
restaurant) and checked into our hotel.
We drove back to the host hotel and
lined up for the first scheduled
a c t i v i t y, t h e c a r w a s h . O n l y i t
consisted of a garden hose with a spray
nozzle, nothing else. Next time, I’ll
know to pack the car wash, buckets,
sponges, etc. The first BMW guy we
met was also washing his car, a 1977
E12 5 Series sedan that had been in

interesting car was an intriguing 1970
orange Touring 2000 BMW that had
been part of the earlier caravan.

Saturday morning was a
continuation of the parking lot meet,
followed by a group drive up to Wolf
Creek Pass. We ended up with just

his family for two generations. He had
graduated from The University of
Texas at Austin, and was friendly
enough to share his car wash bucket.
A l a rg e c a r a v a n o f m o s t l y o l d e r
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over 60 cars parked in the ski area
parking lot for a photo opportunity and
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visiting. Once back in Pagosa
Springs, we had a BBQ lunch and a
raffle. In addition to the many cars
that had been part of the drive, we
spotted a red Z1 in the parking lot that

in a lowered 1M) along one of the old
mining roads. It probably would have
been worth it to rent a Jeep from one of

afternoon. Only about 8,000 of the Z1
roadsters were produced and they
were not available to the U.S. market.
The unusual styling, with the doors
that retracted down into the car ’s
body, was quite interesting to see in
person.
Several vendors, including Santa Fe
BMW, contributed prizes and giveaways.
Of the four raffle tickets I purchased, I won
with three of them! On Sunday, there was
an optional hot air balloon ride and an
opportunity for horseback riding. We had

the local vendors, as there is so much to
see in the hard to reach areas. We had an
enjoyable drive until getting nailed for
speeding coming back down Wolf Creek
Pass toward Pagosa Springs. The state
trooper took quite a while writing up the
ticket, which turned out to be a court
summons for a late September date in
Creede. He was not impressed that we
managed to do an alleged 77 mph blasting
through a 45 mph speed limit sign. The
trooper shared the fact that there were 12
more speed limit changes in the short
stretch going into town, so I suspect I’m
not the only one caught in that situation.
All in all, the trip to Colorado and the
4 Corners meet was a wonderful break
from the Central Texas heat and dry
conditions. I had the COBB stage 2+
aggressive tune on the car, but still
managed 26.1 mpg over the 2,281 miles.
I hope we can get a caravan from Texas
together for next year!

stayed overnight to take advantage of the
horseback riding and didn’t find out until
that next morning that it was canceled. So,
we headed north on Highway 160 to
Creede, an old mining town, and Lake City.
We ended up doing some gravel road
exploring (not necessarily recommended
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Fall Creek
Vineyards Review

superior handling of our preferred
brand? It’s an awesome sight! The route
included great roads like Fitzhugh and
RR 12, handily bypassing the Dripping
Springs metropolis, continuing on FM
3238 (Hamilton Pool Road) and on to
Hwy 281.
After the Hwy 281
rendezvous, the surrounding flora and
fauna began a subtle change. We headed
north of Hwy 71 on FM 2233 and FM
2900 to the beauty of the Colorado,
River in Kingsland, TX and the length

by Sandy McConnell
After almost being flooded out of
our May event for the Triple Italian Tour,
it began to look like we were going to
experience drought conditions for our
July event at the lovely Fall Creek
Vineyard. What a difference a month,
or two, of summer can make in Central
Texas! Fortunately, after a week, with
good soaking rains prior to the event, the
landscapes enroute, turned from boring
brown and dry (seen at the time the route
was planned), to the freshness of
restored greenery and the expected,
natural beauty of our Texas Hill Country.
So, on Saturday morning, July 20th,
approximately 16 BMWs and 35 of the
51 Tejas members signed up, met at the
Hwy 290 & Hwy 71 “Y” in Oak Hill,
Texas. As always, it was great to meet
up with all our returning friends and
meet the new members, as well. After
exchanging greetings and gathering for
our information briefing, we headed west
to meet our San Antonio, Boerne and
Marble Falls members, at a convenient
Shell Station on Hwy 281. From there
we continued together for the rest of the
drive, as one long, gorgeous, ribbon of
bimmer eye candy. What’s better than

of Lake Buchanan, along FM 1431 and
FM 261 to Fall Creek Vineyard in Tow,
TX.
Arriving at Fall Creek Vineyard, a
veritable oasis in the drought parched
area near Lake Buchanan, we were
greeted in their wine tasting room and

divided into two groups, to help
streamline our time and our large
number. One half remained for wine
tasting, while the other went for a tour
of the wine making facility and then
switched off. We were served tastings
of 6 wines, a combination of award
winning white and red varieties. Glenn
and I were happy as we came home with

touring with a large number of BMWs,
along the scenic roads of the famed
Texas Hill Country, putting to test the
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Fall Creek Review

sandwiches and chips, with an
accompanying glass of white wine.
White, we were advised, to best
enhance our chicken and turkey wrap
sandwiches. The misters went a long
way to help counter the oppressive
heat of the day and the companionable
dinner conversations, made the lunch
a great time of camaraderie.
As Glenn mentioned before, it’s
been eleven years since Tejas Chapter
has been to Fall Creek. Over the
years, the ravages of drought has
caused the lake to recede, and many
homes and businesses no longer have
immediate access to the water; an
apparent, sad sight, as you drive
alongside the lake.
Fall Creek
vineyard also used to be right on the
lake. On one of our past events at Fall
Creek, we were able to include a
relaxing river boat cruise on Lake
Buchanan, which was accessed right
off the vineyard property at that time.
On another occasion, we were able to
experience the fun of their annual
“grape stomp.” We received T-shirts
as part of a package deal and got to
take turns in the huge tubs, stomping
and squishing grapes between our
toes. To top that off, we decorated our
T-shirts with our own footprints! It
was really fun and memorable!
Remember the I Love Lucy episode
where she had her hilarious experience
with grape stomping? They ran that
entertaining video all the while the
grape stomping festivities were going
on! The only down side, is that grape
stomping is in August and brutally hot!
It was worth it though.
We had fun planning this event and
bringing back the memories. It seemed
that all attending had as good a time as
we did. We could do it again ...

continued from page 24
a Chenin Blanc, a Granite Reserve
Cabernet Sauvignon and two of “Ed’s
Just Right Whites! Our server, facility
tour guide, and in fact our contact for
setting up the event, was a young

gentleman named James. James is an
interesting sort. Let’s just say, he has
enough energy to go around. Because
his father has been the production
manager for 33 years at Fall Creek and
James is now 32 years old, he has
literally grown up at Fall Creek and
knows the business very well. He was
anxious to please and did everything he
could to make our visit, one that we
would be happy to repeat in the future.
After tasting and touring the facility, we
enjoyed lunch under the water misted,
covered patio. We enjoyed tasty,

gourmet box lunches, brought in from a
nearby caterer in Kingsland, of
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2013
Date

Event

Meet Location

September 20 - 22,
2013

BMW Corral at ALMS race at Circuit of the
Americas see page 15

Austin

September 28,
2013

Shake, Rattle and DIY
see page 5

Round Rock

October 18 - 20,
2013

Annual Utopia Drive Weekend
see page 29

Boerne

November 2013

TBD

TBD

December 2013

Annual Charity Event

TBD

http://www.tejaschapter.org for the most up-to-date information about the TejasChapter.
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Utopia Weekend
Friday - Sunday,
October 18 - 20, 2013
planned by Alan & Jan Greene

Friday, October 18th:
- Spend Friday night and avoid having to drive
into Boerne early on Saturday morning.
- Please join us at Cheesy Jane’s (located in
the shopping center at 215 West Bandera/Highway 46) from 6:30 to 8:30PM for a
Friday evening ice-breaker & superb burgers, fries, malts at this great 50’s-style
establishment.:
Saturday, October 19th:
- Meet in front of the old Sheriff’s office and Jail on East San Antonio Street
(across from the square in Boerne).
- Morning drive: The morning drive will take us north to Comfort, through Center
Point and then south through some great back roads to Medina, then 337 over to
Vanderpool to our rest stop. We’ll then go north past Lost Maples State Park,
swing east towards Hunt, and arrive at our lunch spot along the Guadalupe on the
south side of Kerrville.
- Lunch on Saturday will be at Billy Gene’s restaurant ordered from the menu.
Billy Gene’s has river views and a great menu with something for everyone.
- Afternoon drive will be back to Boerne along some fun back roads.
- Dinner Saturday evening will be 6:30PM at the Boerne Wine Company in
downtown Boerne. This will be a “light supper” and will consist of hors d’ oeuvres
trays and other light fare at a cost of less than $10 per person.
Sunday, October 20th:
- Meet at the same place as Saturday at 9:45 am to depart at 10:00 am.
- We will drive a circuitous route that will take us through Sisterdale and some
back roads that will take us to Fredericksburg for lunch. From there it is an easy
drive back to the Austin and San Antonio areas.
Complete details are on the Tejas Chapter website.
RSVP by filling out the RSVP form on the website at
http://www.tejaschapter.org/tejas.html
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Tejas Chapter Incentive Points Challenge for 2013
To encourage participation, the successful Incentive Points Challenge began in 1998. The members
who earn the highest number of points by the end of the year (up to 10th place) receive valuable prizes
at the Post-Holiday Party in January 2014. The Rookie of the Year award is for the member that joined
in the current year and earns Rookie Points based on points earned divided by the time as a member
during the year.
Activity
Return Survey Form (form available on request or at website)
Attend a meeting or event
Organize a monthly event, (social/technical etc.)
Assist with a monthly event (credited by organizer)
Each new member recruited (credited by CCA)
Original photo(s) published in the Trax (30 pts max/issue)
Original photo(s) published on the website (30 pts max/event)
Original Tech Tip published in the Trax
Original Article published in the Trax (500 words or more)
Original Article published in the Trax (less than 500 words)
Recruitment of a commercial ad for Trax

Points
50
30
100
50
30
10
10
15
60
30
20% of ad cost

2013 Incentive Points Challenge Rookies Leader Board
As of August 27, 2013
13.01 Pts
David Houston
12.67Pts
Will Shipp
8.95 Pts
Jeff Everton
8.40 Pts
Paul Coppala
7.49 Pts
Scott Gibson
7.07 Pts
David Francis
6.76 Pts
Simon Cabello
6.58 Pts
Ken Aldrich

5.00 Pts
Eduardo Catano
4.38 Pts
Jeffrey Simonton
4.28 Pts
Celia Manlove
4.22Pts
Daniel Elizalde
4.19Pts
Francis Terway
3.72Pts
Jonathan Clark
3.32Pts
Joaquin Aviles
Bob Price

2.72 Pts
2.64 Pts
Brett Bendele
Paul Batrice
Ryan Ingalls
Barry McConachie
Robert Rejefski
2.62 Pts
2.70 Pts
Blaise Baldeschweiler
Judy Nelson
Terry Marquis
2.68 Pts
2.60 Pts
Stephanie Schrader
Ivan Jackson
Darren Strunk
2.59 Pts
2.67 Pts
Chris Petersen
John Major
2.58 Pts
2.66 Pts
Todd Ditmire
Chi Lee
Michael Johnson
2.65 Pts
2.57 Pts
Hisham Bisheer
Alan Wolfe
Peter Nixon
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2.56 Pts
Kevin Ashworth
2.54 Pts
Richard Soule
204 Pts
Michael True
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2013 Incentive Points Challenge Leader Board
As of August 27, 2013
865 Pts
Alan Greene
700 Pts
Scott Bowman
Josh Butts
585 Pts
John Hughan
560 Pts
Ken Carson
470 Pts
Jonna Clark
400 Pts
Jan Greene
360 Pts
Herb Looney
300 Pts
Jeff Conner
280 Pts
Mike Sevel
240 Pts
Kathryn Butts
Marco Cordon
Michael Sun
210 Pts
Gay Dawson
Tom Dawson
190 Pts
Rob Brown
180 Pts
Mollie Francis
Phil Nybro
170 Pts
Harry Ohe
160 Pts
Linda Cook
Jeff Gifford
150 Pts
Don Bishop
Terry Jones
140 Pts
Roger Williams

130 Pts
John Price
Thalia Stautzenberger
125 Pts
Paul Goldfine
120 Pts
Tom Brown
Bill Muldoon
Carl Nybro
Will Shipp
Connie Stried
Jay West
110 Pts
Richard Ballinger
90 Pts
Mohammed Abusalih
Paul Coppala
Sridhar Kamma
Michael Keung
Ken Ormsby
Hector Sanchez
Dick White
Don Yule
80 Pts
Simon Cabello
David Francis
David Houston
Brian Peterson
Steve Tatro
70 Pts
Jeff Everton
60 Pts
Eric Chang
Wayne Eltringham
Sean Engelke
Robert Knox
Bob Lewandowski
Larry Martin
Brian McKinney
Brad Mitchell
Craig Pearson
Al Ridgley
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James Shaw
Harold Downey
Danny White
Phillip Dreiling
Susan Yule
Michael Duffy
50 Pts
Ben Eckermann
Ken Aldrich
Stuart Edwards
Gina Mae Barker
Tim Ehrhart
Eduardo Catano
Daniel Elizalde
Scott Gibson
Albert Estrada
Steve Heyman
Yovanni Flores
Steve Pedersen
John Garvish
Ronald Romonosky
Allan Gazza
Larry Shumake
Efim Gendler
Jeffrey Simonton
Stephan Godevais
45 Pts
Charley Gray
Jerome Helffrich
Mark Hollingsworth
40 Pts
Ken Hollins
Josh Budwin
Elizabeth Horne
Andrew Yates
John Horne
30 Pts
Michael Hsu
James Allison
Richard Hunter
Mark Anderson
Ryan Ingalls
William Anderson
Ivan Jackson
Kevin Ashworth
Eric Johnson
Joaquin Aviles
Michael Johnson
Blaise Baldeschwiler
Christian Knaak
Paul Batrice
Joseph Lamping
Brett Bendele
Chi Lee
Craig Bennion
James Lee
Hisham Besheer
Jeri Lee
Ken Booth
Jacy Legault
JP Burd
Robert Lewallen
Trent Campione
John Major
Linda Cavazos
Amit Malhotra
Jonathan Clark
Celia Manlove
Randy Clarke
David Mann
David Cloyd
Margie Mann
Tim Cook
Marvin Marcum
Max Dean
Terry Marquis
Todd Ditmire
Tim Master
Joel Dolisy
Barry McConachie
Elaine Douville
Daniel McLaughlin
Roger Douville
Paul Miranda
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Sonia Miranda
Lisa Moore
David Nelson
Judy Nelson
Todd Nix
Peter Nixon
Cathryn Ormsby
Jon Overholser
Chris Petersen
Michelle Peterson
Andy Price
Rob Price
Robert Rejefski
Steve Robertson
Thomas Robson
Terry Sayther
Stephanie Schrader
Darren Sillett
Richard Soule
Steven Stamps
Nicholas Steinour
Darren Strunk
Keith Stubbs
Francis Terway
Viren Thakur
Brad Thompson
John Trevey
Sal Uglietta
Philip White
Alan Wolfe
Donald Yates
Trent Zou
Lenny Zwik
20 Pts
Bob Ashenbrenner
Shane Glombik
Michael True
10 Pts
Chadwick Morehead
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The Teen Street Survival Program is supported and organized by the BMWCCA to
provide defensive driving techniques and actual experience for teenagers with a
driving permit or license.
The Tejas Chapter would like to have its 1st event. A small team of Tejas Chapter
members had been putting the plans together for a 2011 event, then a 2012 event,
but have run into a roadblock, “the location.” The location has to be a large parking
lot with minimal obstructions, such as light poles. Several locations have been
contacted with no success. Due to this roadblock, the new target to hold an event
will be in 2013.
Please let the Driving Events Coordinator, Josh Butts at josh@joshbutts.com, if you
have a contact for a location in the Central Texas area.
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Classified Ads
2001 330i
5 speed manual, with the sport
package and great interior wood trim.
This thing runs incredible for having
176xxx on the clock, with lots of
recent maintenance and tasteful
upgrades throughout (listed below). I
am the 3rd owner of the car, with the
first having it for less than a year, and
the second only using it for light
highway driving where the majority of
the miles came from. In case you were
wondering, this car has never been
taken to the track, perhaps
surprisingly, and has extensive
paperwork from over the years. Here
is a list of the modifications and
maintenence: AAW exhaust system,
SRS 3 piece rims, Conforti Air Intake,
Turner Motorsports camber arms,
UUC front and rear sway bars, UUC
short shift, E39 M5 clutch (has
oversize throw out bearing), Recent
PCV system upgrade, New alternator,
New valve cover gaskets, New fuel
filter. This is a wolf in sheep's clothing
that needs to be seen and test driven
to be believed. The only big issue is a
recent dent sustained in the passenger
side rear door that can certainly be
further negotiated in the price, which
I would be inclined to drop
significantly to compensate for. Even
with that noted, this is a quick car for
an even better price. Feel free to
contact me with any other questions,
and thanks for looking! Contact Clay
Norton at 512-345-6202 or send email
to clay_n@att.net.
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1995 540i Sport
6-speed, 100% Ride and Drive,
owned car for 13 years. Will pass a
buyers check. Maintained and
performance enhanced by Black
Forest Werkshop in Austin, Tx. RV
coming, must part with this
magnificent ride.. Contact Herschel
Cunningham at 512-627-6601 or
send email to herschel@tstar.net.

BBS CH-R Wheels
19x9 20mm fronts and 19x10.5
25mm rears, excellent condition,
currently on my E92 M3, $1800
(wheels only, no tires). Contact
Javier Torres at 210-473-3091 or
send email to javistor@aol.com.

Your Ad Here!
Tejas Trax Classified Ads
have a proven track record
of generating sales!!
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Flash Sale! Help Us Clean Out
Our Garage!
** Genuine BMW Noah Car Cover
- Fits E46 Coupe/Convertible $125
** M Driving Gloves (Part
#80160435734). Never Worn, Size
Men’s Small $40
** E46 M3 Titan Shadow Interior
Trim – Never Used; Removed By
D e a l e r W h e n C a r Wa s N e w. 8
Pieces: 3 Dash Pieces, 2 Front Arm
Rest Pieces, 2 Rear Arm Rest
Pieces, Center Console Piece. $250
** Foglight/Headlight Bulbs (Style
9006), Fit E46 M3 Foglights & Z3
Head Lights. 7 Total: 5 Phillips
(BMW OEM) & 2 PIAA. $5 Each.
** Locking Lug Nuts (4) & Key
(Key Is Cracked). $10
** Right Fog Light For E46 M3,
Bulb Not Included (Part #
63172228614). $60
** Amber Front Corner Reflectors
For E46 M3 Coupe (Part #
63148383011 & _12). $10
** Amber Side Turn Signal Markers For E46 Coupe (Non-m) (Part #
63138370719 & _20). $20
Contact Jonna Clark at 210-6017919
or
send
email
to
jonnakc@gmail.com

Z4 Halogen Headlights
Like new for 2003-2006 Z4. Two
available in 9+ out of 10 condition.
Includes all bulbs and tabs are
intact. Amber lens type. $200 each
( new retail price for each is $475).
I will sell both for $375. Email if
you have any questions or would
like to make a purchase. Mike Sevel
at mikesevel@hotmail.com

Z4 OEM 16" Wheels
Set of 4, 16" wheels for Z4 20032006 but will fit other BMW's.
Some light scratches and nicks.
Easy to restore. $65 each or $200
for all four. Email if you have any
questions or would like to make a
purchase.
Mike
Sevel
at
mikesevel@hotmail.com

Your Ad Here!
Tejas Trax Classified Ads
have a proven track record
of generating sales!!

Mann Oil Filters
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Two new Mann oil filters with
gaskets, # HU 925/4X, applies to Z4
2003/2008 and 16 other BMW
models (check Mann website).
$12.00. Email if you have any
questions or would like to make a
purchase.
Mike
Sevel
at
mikesevel@hotmail.com

X5 Wheels
Set of 4 19" wheels and tires from
my 2005 X5. Two have some curb
rash, the other two are clean. Tires
are Michillin Diamaris 4X4 size:
285/45 R19, 255/50 R19. There is
still some decent tread on the tires.
Asking $800. Contact Matthew
Reece at 512-826-8164 or send
email to mreece2@austin.rr.com.

Z3 Boot
Beige convertible top boot/cover
for 1999 Z3. In good shape. Asking
$150 obo. Contact Matthew Reece
at 512-826-8164 or send email to
mreece2@austin.rr.com.

Your Ad Here!
Tejas Trax Classified Ads
have a proven track record
of generating sales!!

Classified ads FOR PERSONAL USE items are printed free for current
members of BMW CCA. Ads will run for three issues, unless stopped earlier.
Ads may be extended by a request in writing to the Tejas Chapter mailbox
or by email. Members are limited to five (5) classified ads running at a time.
The ad rate for non-member ads or member ads of a COMMERCIAL nature
is $10.00 per issue. These ads will be accepted on a monthly basis and
payment must be received before ad is printed. Classified ads submitted for
publication in the Tejas Trax are also placed on the Tejas Chapter's website.
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